The structural heterogeneity of tumor tissue can be probed by diffusion MRI (dMRI) in terms of the variance of apparent diffusivities within a voxel. However, the link between the diffusional variance and the tissue heterogeneity is not well-established. To investigate this link we test the hypothesis that diffusional variance, caused by microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity, is associated with variable cell eccentricity and cell density in brain tumors. We performed dMRI using a novel encoding scheme for diffusional variance decomposition (DI-VIDE) in 7 meningiomas and 8 gliomas prior to surgery. The diffusional variance was quantified from dMRI in terms of the total mean kurtosis (MK T ), and DIVIDE was used to decompose MK T into components caused by microscopic anisotropy (MK A ) and isotropic heterogeneity (MK I ). Diffusion anisotropy was evaluated in terms of the fractional anisotropy (FA) and microscopic fractional anisotropy (μFA). Quantitative microscopy was performed on the excised tumor tissue, where structural anisotropy and cell density were quantified by structure tensor analysis and cell nuclei segmentation, respectively. In order to validate the DIVIDE parameters they were correlated to the corresponding parameters derived from microscopy. We found an excellent agreement between the DIVIDE parameters and corresponding microscopy parameters; MK A correlated with cell eccentricity (r = 0.95, p b 10 ). A multiple regression analysis showed that the conventional MK T parameter reflects both variable cell eccentricity and cell density, and therefore lacks specificity in terms of microstructure characteristics. However, specificity was obtained by decomposing the two contributions; MK A was associated only to cell eccentricity, and MK I only to cell density variance. The variance in meningiomas was caused primarily by microscopic anisotropy (mean ± s. ), whereas in the gliomas, it was mostly caused by isotropic heterogeneity MK I = 0.57 ± 0.30 vs MK A = 0.26 ± 0.11 (p b 0.05). In conclusion, DIVIDE allows non-invasive mapping of parameters that reflect variable cell eccentricity and density. These results constitute convincing evidence that a link exists between specific aspects of tissue heterogeneity and parameters from dMRI. Decomposing effects of microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity facilitates an improved interpretation of tumor heterogeneity as well as diffusion anisotropy on both the microscopic and macroscopic scale.
Introduction
Tumors exhibit structural heterogeneity on the macroscopic and microscopic scale. The cell morphology and cytoarchitecture is determined by the tumor origin, and depends on factors such as local oxygen gradients, nutritional and growth factors, metabolites, genetically divergent clones, and interactions with other tissues (Marusyk and Polyak, 2010) . Although histopathological examination of the excised tissue is NeuroImage xxx (2016) xxx-xxx the gold standard for the clinical diagnosis, valuable information on the tissue microstructure and its heterogeneity can be probed noninvasively by diffusion MRI (dMRI) (Le Bihan, 2013; Padhani et al., 2009) . For example, gross tumor heterogeneity can be estimated from the distribution of apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC) across the whole tumor (Ryu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2012) , where the ADC in each imaging voxel reflects characteristics such as the average tumor cellularity (Chenevert et al., 2000; Padhani et al., 2009 ), extent of infiltration (Sternberg et al., 2014) , and treatment response (Moffat et al., 2005) . However, the ADC is an average metric that does not capture heterogeneity within individual voxels. Hence, the ADC may be equal in homogeneous tissue and in tissue with densely packed cells interspersed with loose necrotic regions. In previous studies, heterogeneity has been probed by assigning a distribution of apparent diffusivities to each voxel and relating the variance of the distribution to the tissue heterogeneity. For example, diffusional kurtosis imaging (DKI) (Jensen et al., 2005) probes heterogeneity in terms of a normalized variance metric called the diffusional kurtosis. The kurtosis has been used to differentiate low and high grade gliomas, where increased heterogeneity was related to higher malignancy (Raab et al., 2010; Tietze et al., 2015; Van Cauter et al., 2012) . However, the interpretation of diffusional variance parameters, such as the mean kurtosis, is challenging, and its link to relevant features of the underlying microstructure remain unclear (Jespersen et al., 2010; Le Bihan, 2013; Maier et al., 2010; Tietze et al., 2015; Wu and Cheung, 2010) .
We argue that the link between dMRI parameters and tissue heterogeneity can be better understood by considering two separate components of the diffusional variance. The anisotropic variance component reflects the diffusion anisotropy on the microscopic scale, e.g., due to eccentric cells and cell structures (microscopic anisotropy), whereas the isotropic variance component reflects heterogeneous isotropic diffusivity, e.g., due to variable cell density or tissue mixtures (isotropic heterogeneity) Westin et al., 2016) . Although these two sources of diffusional variance originate from markedly different microstructural features, they cannot be separated by techniques based on conventional single diffusion encoding (SDE), i.e., encoding along a single direction for each signal acquisition, because such encoding conflates the effects of microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity (Mitra, 1995) . Instead, these features can be separated by performing experiments with varying 'shapes' of the diffusion encoding tensor . In this work, we exploit the contrast between conventional and isotropic diffusion encoding to separate the effects of microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity, as recently proposed by Lasič et al. (2014) . The conventional and isotropic encoding will be denoted 'linear' and 'spherical' tensor encoding (LTE and STE) to comply with the nomenclature proposed by Westin et al. (2016) , and we will refer to methods aimed at separating the two sources of variance as 'diffusional variance decomposition' (DIVIDE).
Microscopic diffusion anisotropy has been previously estimated by employing double diffusion encoding (DDE) (Callaghan and Komlosh, 2002; Jensen et al., 2014; Jespersen et al., 2013; Lawrenz et al., 2010; Ozarslan and Basser, 2008; Shemesh et al., 2010) , however, the isotropic component has so far only been reported in a limited number of studies (Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015; Westin et al., 2016) . The link between dMRI and the underlying tissue microstructure has been studied by comparing several dMRI parameters to corresponding features observed by qualitative and quantitative microscopy. Human studies are scarce due to the invasive nature of resection and biopsies but initial studies have shown a relation between diffusion anisotropy and tissue microstructure in brain (Ronen et al., 2014) , tumor and prostate tissue (Bourne et al., 2012) . In animals, the investigated features range across structure eccentricity and orientation (Budde and Frank, 2012; Khan et al., 2015; Schilling et al., 2016) , neurodegeneration (Jelescu et al., 2016; Jespersen et al., 2010; Kamagata et al., 2016) , and axonal diameter (Barazany et al., 2009 ). However, the link between microscopic tissue heterogeneity and diffusional variance has not yet been studied.
The purpose of this study was therefore to investigate the link between diffusional variance and tissue heterogeneity in tumors. We use DIVIDE to assess the presence of microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity, and we correlate these measures to cell eccentricity and density derived from quantitative microscopy. The study was performed in meningiomas and gliomas because these tumors exhibit a wide range of microstructural features that contribute to relevant aspects of the diffusional variance . We observed a strong correlation between microscopic anisotropy and cell eccentricity, as well as between isotropic heterogeneity and cell density variance.
Theory
The microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity of tissue can be quantified by considering that each imaging voxel contains an ensemble of microenvironments. We model the diffusion within each microenvironment by a microscopic diffusion tensor, and the ensemble is therefore modelled by a distribution of microscopic diffusion tensors (D) (Jespersen et al., 2013; Lasič et al., 2014; Topgaard, 2016; Westin et al., 2016) . This representation assumes Gaussian diffusion in each microenvironment, which is accurate for moderate signal attenuation, i.e., for encoding strengths where at least 10% of the initial signal remains, for diffusion times that are long relative to the size of the restrictions (Topgaard and Söderman, 2003) . Averaging across the distribution of microscopic tensors in a voxel yields a single voxel-scale tensor, 〈D〉, equivalent to the tensor derived from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (Basser et al., 1994) , where the averaging operation is denoted by 〈⋅〉. Although the voxel scale diffusion tensor is useful in a plethora of applications (Alexander et al., 2007) , it does not retain information on the heterogeneity of the underlying distribution of diffusion tensors. To retain such information, the distribution of diffusion tensors can be parameterized in terms of its mean diffusivity and two components of diffusional variance. The mean diffusivity (MD) is defined from the distribution of isotropic diffusivities (D I =E λ [D] ) averaged across all microenvironments in a voxel, according to
where the average over tensor eigenvalues is denoted E λ [⋅]. We note that MD in Eq. 1 is not affected by the order in which the averaging is applied, i.e., across eigenvalues or microenvironment tensors first. Unlike DKI, where specific sources of diffusional variance are not considered (Jensen et al., 2005) , diffusional variance decomposition is used to separate the diffusional variance into two components: the anisotropic and isotropic variance (V A and V I ), where the total variance (V T ) is simply the sum of its components (V T = V I + V A ) (Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) . The isotropic heterogeneity is related to the isotropic variance, according to
where V[⋅] is the variance operator. We note that V I is zero for tissues where all microenvironments exhibit identical isotropic diffusivity. The value of V I for the voxel-scale tensor, 〈D〉, is zero by definition since the isotropic diffusion of 〈D〉 is defined by a scalar MD, and will therefore not be considered beyond this point. The anisotropic variance is related to the microscopic anisotropy, according to
where the factor 2/5 relates the eigenvalue population variance, denoted by the operator V λ [⋅] , to the variance of the distribution of diffusivities in the powder sample (Topgaard, 2016) . We note that V A is zero for tissue that comprises only isotropic microenvironments, and that the voxel-scale counterpart is closely related to the voxel-scale anisotropy, as described below. An inherent limitation of conventional dMRI, performed with socalled single diffusion encoding, here referred to as linear tensor encoding, is that it cannot be used to distinguish the two sources of variance (Mitra, 1995) . To disentangle the two sources of variance, DIVIDE employs diffusion encoding tensors (B) with multiple shapes, namely linear and spherical encoding tensors, i.e., LTE and STE. Linear tensor encoding yields a 'stick' shape (B has one non-zero eigenvalue), for which the signal is sensitive to the total variance since both isotropic heterogeneity and microscopic anisotropy contribute to the variance of the underlying distribution of diffusivities. Spherical tensor encoding yields a 'sphere' shape (B has three equal eigenvalues), which removes the effects of microscopic anisotropy making the signal sensitive only to the variance due to isotropic heterogeneity (Eriksson et al., 2013; Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) . The benefit of introducing multiple tensor shapes is visualized in Fig. 1 , where three radically different microstructures are indistinguishable by LTE alone, but can be separated when both STE and LTE are employed. Notably, DIVIDE is compatible with arbitrary tensor shapes, enabled by techniques such as free gradient waveforms modulation or double diffusion encoding, as long as more than one shape is employed (Eriksson et al., 2015; Topgaard, 2016; Westin et al., 2016) . In summary, LTE probes V T , whereas STE probes V I , as exemplified in Fig. 1 , and V A is recovered by simply subtracting the isotropic variance from the total variance (V A =V T − V I ) (Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) .
We emphasize that the term 'diffusional variance' refers to the same phenomenon as intended by 'diffusional kurtosis' (from DKI), and in keeping with the formalism presented by Jensen et al. (2005) , we normalize and scale the diffusional variance, according to
where the subscript 'x' denotes the specific component that it reflects. For example, MK I denotes the normalized variance due to isotropic heterogeneity. The macroscopic and microscopic fractional anisotropy, i.e., FA (Basser et al., 1994; Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996) and μFA (Lasič et al., 2014; Westin et al., 2016) , can also be written in terms of the eigenvalue expectance and variance, according to
The distinction between macroscopic and microscopic anisotropy is defined by the stage at which the averaging operation is applied. Averaging over tensors first, as denoted by 〈D〉, probes the macroscopic anisotropy, whereas averaging over variance and expectancy first, as denoted by 〈V λ [D]〉 and 〈E λ [D] 2 〉, probes the microscopic anisotropy.
Note that the order of averaging across eigenvalues is no longer arbitrary since the expected value is squared, i.e.,
〉 unless V I =0, since )
The impact of averaging over microenvironment tensors is determined by the size of the averaging volume, i.e., the voxel size, where larger voxels tend to reduce the macroscopic anisotropy in tissues that are not perfectly coherent (De Santis et al., 2013; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015; Vos et al., 2011) . Assuming that a voxel contains only one type of tissue, i.e., that the microenvironments differ only in orientation, the μFA is independent of the voxel size and may be interpreted as the FA that would be observed if the tissue exhibited complete orientation coherence, i.e., that all anisotropic structures were parallel (Jespersen et al., 2013; Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) .
Materials and methods

Patient population
Patients were recruited and scanned between October 2013 and October 2014. The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Review Fig. 1 . Simulated tissue models that contain variable levels of microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity. The first model contains randomly oriented anisotropic microenvironments, designed to mimic eccentric and disordered cells. The second model contains microenvironments with slow and fast isotropic diffusion, designed to mimic a mixture of high and low cell density. The third model is a mixture of the previous two. The right column shows the signal vs b curves in each case, where linear and spherical tensor encoding (LTE and STE) are shown as solid and broken lines, respectively. The dotted line shows mono-exponential signal decay for visual reference. The light blue and red fields accentuate the effect of microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity, respectively. The inset plots show the distributions of apparent diffusion coefficients when using LTE (solid line) and STE (broken line), where the yaxis is the unitless probability density (PD). All three models have MD = 1.0 µm 2 /ms, and MK T = 0.6, and would thus be indistinguishable with LTE, i.e., conventional diffusion encoding. By adding isotropic encoding the three environments can be distinguished and the measured diffusional variance can be attributed to the appropriate microstructural feature.
Board at Lund University, and written consent was obtained from all patients prior to participation. Patients with suspected meningioma or glioma based on radiological findings, who were scheduled for surgical treatment, were considered for inclusion. The sample size was determined by the number of participating patients who were histologically confirmed to have a meningioma or glioma. In total, 14 patients were included. One patient had both a meningioma and a glioma and was therefore included in both groups. The meningioma group comprised 7 patients (6 women, 1 man; mean age ± s.d., 66 ± 11 years), and the glioma group 8 patients (5 women, 3 men; 54 ± 14 years). One patient from each group was analyzed and presented in a preliminary study , and several were also included in an independent study on water exchange (Lampinen et al., 2016) . The tumors were graded according to the World Health Organization guidelines (Louis et al., 2007) , resulting in 6 grade I, and 1 grade II meningiomas; and 1 grade II, 3 grade III, and 4 grade IV gliomas. Of the meningiomas, four were fibroblastic, two were transitional, and one was atypical (Riemenschneider et al., 2006) . Due to the small number of subjects, associations between parameters and tumor grade were not investigated.
MRI data acquisition and analysis
MRI data was acquired using a Philips Achieva 3T system, equipped with 80 mT/m gradients with a maximum slew rate of 100 mT/m/ms, and an eight-channel receiver head-coil. The dMRI sequence was identical to that reported by Szczepankiewicz et al. (2015) . Briefly, we used linear and spherical tensor encoding at ten equidistant b-values between 100 and 2800 s/mm 2 . The LTE was performed in 15 directions, distributed on the half-sphere using electrostatic repulsion (Jones et al., 1999) . The STE was achieved by magic angle spinning of the qvector (qMAS) (Eriksson et al., 2013) , and was repeated 15 times per b-value without rotation since it is assumed to be independent of rotation. The sequence had an echo time of 160 ms where the diffusion encoding lasted 62.5 ms before and after the refocusing pulse, and were separated by approximately 9 ms. The b-value was adjusted by modulating the gradient amplitude. We note that significantly shorter encoding and echo times are possible by using optimized waveforms, rather than repeating the qMAS waveform before and after the refocusing pulse (Sjölund et al., 2015) . All images were acquired using a repetition time of 2000 ms, 96 × 96 acquisition matrix, spatial resolution of 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3 , partial Fourier factor of 0.8, and a SENSE factor of 2. The image volume contained five axial slices centered on the tumor. In the patient with both meningioma and glioma, the slices were placed slightly off the axial plane to include both tumors. Total scan time for LTE and STE was approximately 10 min. All data was corrected for motion and eddy-currents in ElastiX (Klein et al., 2010) using extrapolated reference images . Whole-brain morphological T1-weighted, and T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences were acquired, as well as gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted images as part of clinical routine.
Diffusional variance decomposition was used to estimate MD, V T , V A and V I (Lasič et al., 2014) . In this method the inverse Laplace transform of the gamma distribution function (Röding et al., 2012) is fitted to the powder average of the diffusion weighted signal (S), according to
where S 0 is the signal at b = 0 s/mm 2 , and V is the observed variance.
The powder average is used to remove the effects of orientation coherence, and is calculated by averaging the signal across all diffusion directions at each b-value (Edén, 2003; Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016b) . As described in the theory, the observed variance in Eq. 8 depends on the shape of the encoding tensor, according to
where f is the encoding shape factor; for linear and spherical tensor encoding, f = 1 and 0, respectively (Topgaard, 2016) . Other encoding shapes can also be used, for example, DDE that renders axially symmetric prolate encoding tensors, i.e., planar tensor encoding (PTE), where f = 1/4 (Topgaard, 2016) . The fitting was weighted to suppress the effect of signal attenuated below 10% of its initial value in order to alleviate effects of non-Gaussian phase distribution (Topgaard and Söderman, 2003) and the noise floor (Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995) . The fitting software is available online at https:// github.com/markus-nilsson/md-dmri. The normalized variance was calculated according to Eq. 4, and we note that MK T and the mean kurtosis, derived from conventional DKI, are representations of the same phenomenon although their numerical values are expected to differ due to differences in signal parameterization (Lätt et al., 2007) . To elucidate the connection between diffusional anisotropy on the voxel-and microscopic scale, we also interpret the diffusional variance in terms of the fractional anisotropy, i.e., FA and μFA, respectively. The FA was calculated from Eq. 5, where the voxel scale tensor 〈D〉 was estimated through conventional DTI analysis (Basser et al., 1994) based on LTE at b ≤ 1000 s/mm 2 . The μFA was calculated from Eq. 6 by substituting the eigenvalue mean and variance for the expressions in Eqs. 1, 3 and 7, according to
Note that the μFA in Eq. 10 is defined according to Westin et al. (2016) , and differs slightly from the definition used by Lasič et al. (2014) and Szczepankiewicz et al. (2015) .
The solid part of each tumor was manually defined in a region of interest (ROI) by an experienced neuroradiologist using anatomical, contrast-enhanced, and diffusion-weighted images for guidance. The operator was instructed to avoid including edema, confluent necroses, corticospinal fluid, and brain tissue that appeared healthy. The parameter mean across all included voxels was calculated for each tumor.
Histological preparation and quantitative microscopy
All tumors were resected 1 day after the MRI procedure and the preparation of tissue was performed according to clinical routine. Each tumor was fixed in 4% buffered formaldehyde solution and embedded in paraffin. The tissue specimens were sectioned at 4 μm through the bulk of the tumor, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Automated microscopy was performed on an Aperio ScanScope AT Turbo. All samples were scanned at ×20 magnification at a spatial resolution of 1.0 μm/pixel and a complete image was stitched together by vendor software. Tumor specimens ranged in size between 8 and 28 mm across, resulting in at most 780 megapixels per image.
The presence of anisotropic tissue structures was quantified with structure tensor analysis of histological images (Bigun, 1987; Budde and Annese, 2013; Budde and Frank, 2012; Khan et al., 2015) . Briefly, the two-dimensional structure tensors (S) were calculated for each pixel from the spatial derivative of the image in a given neighborhood defined by the size of a discrete Gaussian derivative filter (Bigun, 1987) . We assume that the structure tensors reflect the local diffusion anisotropy and orientation, in accordance with similar studies of neural tissue (Budde and Frank, 2012; Khan et al., 2015) . Thus, analogues to MK A , μFA and FA can be calculated from the structure tensors. The standard deviation of the Gaussian derivative filter was set to 1 μm. To visualize coherent structures spanning the distance of diffusing water during one imaging experiment, the structure tensor field was convolved with another Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 20 μm. This is adjusted to approximately match the root mean square displacement of water molecules in the tissue assuming a diffusivity of 2 μm 2 /ms and diffusion time of 100 ms. The normalized variance of structure tensor eigenvalues (H A ) was calculated from Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, where we hypothesize that H A across an appropriate length scale is proportional to MK A , according to
The structure tensor analogues to FA and μFA (FA ST and μFA ST ) were calculated by inserting S into Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, respectively, where the factor 3/2 was replaced by 2 to scale the parameters to the interval 0 to 1. We note that the relation between parameters derived from 2D and 3D tensors are not straight forward (see Kingsley (2006) for a comprehensive review), however, we may assume that D and S are both sensitive to tissue anisotropy and should therefore be correlated (Budde and Frank, 2012) . Note that in contrast to dMRI, we can access the structure tensor field at the resolution of a single microenvironment, and must therefore construct the macroscopic structure tensor S by averaging the tensor field across an appropriate area in order to allow comparison with D and its parameters. Unless stated otherwise, all structure tensor anisotropy parameters were calculated from an averaged structure tensor field with spatial resolution 3 × 3 mm 2 , to mimic the resolution of the dMRI data.
The analogue to MK I was calculated by assuming that the isotropic diffusivity of a microenvironment is related to the local cell density. This assumption is based on previous observations where cell density has been negatively correlated to the apparent diffusivity (Chenevert et al., 2000; Kinoshita et al., 2008; Padhani et al., 2009; Sugahara et al., 1999) . Thus, we hypothesize that the distribution of isotropic diffusivities within a voxel is determined by the cell density distribution (ρ c ), and that the normalized variance of cell densities from microscopy (H I ) across an appropriate length scale, is proportional to MK I , according to
The local density of cells was calculated as the number of cell nuclei per unit area. The cell nuclei were automatically segmented and counted in tissue sub-sections of 300 × 300 μm 2 , as described by Al-Kofahi et al. (2010) . The detection of red blood cells was suppressed by using only the red channel of the original H&E stained image, and the detection of psammoma grains was suppressed by removing features with areas above 900 μm 2 . Clustered nuclei were separated using the watershed algorithm (Malpica et al., 1997) . Maps of H I were calculated from the distribution of cell densities across 10 × 10 subsections, which yielded a spatial resolution of 3 × 3 mm 2 .
The mean parameter values in each tumor were calculated across all tumor tissue in each section. To avoid the inclusion of empty space, and artefacts due to edge effects, hemorrhage, knife scoring, and folding, the parameter maps were masked based on manually adjusted image intensity thresholding.
Statistical analysis
The associations between parameters derived from dMRI and their corresponding variants derived from microscopy, i.e., MK A vs H A , MK I vs H I , FA vs FA ST , and μFA vs μFA ST , were estimated using linear correlation. Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) was used to describe the strength of the correlation and the threshold for significance was set to α = 0.05. For simplicity, the measurement uncertainty in the independent variables (from microscopy) was assumed to be negligible.
We note that MK A and μFA are closely related and are expected to render similar correlations. Nevertheless, the μFA is presented in addition to the MK A to provide a straightforward microscopic analogue to the FA. A multiple linear regression analysis was used to investigate which histological features were significant predictors for the outcome of the variance detected through dMRI. The analysis was performed separately for MK T , MK A and MK I where the regression model was defined according to MK x = m+ β A H A + β I H I . The threshold for considering H A and/or H I to be significant predictors was set to α = 0.05. The intercept, m, was not interpreted.
The diffusional variance, and its components, were explored between and within tumor groups. The dominant source of variance was established by comparing MK A and MK I within each group. The variance parameter that best distinguished between tumor types was established by estimating the 95% confidence interval of the absolute effect (CI 95% ), and Cohen's d (d, normalized by the pooled standard deviation). Thus, a total of five t-tests were performed (two tails, independent samples, not assuming equal variance, significance threshold α = 0.05). The fact that one patient appeared in both tumor groups was assumed to have a negligible effect on the statistical analysis. Thus, samples taken from this patient were considered to be independent throughout the analysis. All statistical analysis was performed in MATLAB (R2013b, The Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Results
We performed dMRI in vivo in 7 meningiomas and 8 gliomas, and DIVIDE was used to probe the microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity of the tumor tissue. Fig. 2 shows DIVIDE parameter maps (MK T , MK A and MK I ) in a meningioma and a glioma. Both tumors exhibited elevated MK T , which indicated that both tumors are heterogeneous, although the specific source of heterogeneity cannot be established from MK T . By contrast, the source of tumor heterogeneity was distinguishable based on the MK A and MK I , where the diffusional variance in the meningioma was dominated by the anisotropic component, and primarily due to isotropic heterogeneity in the glioma. The difference between tumors was also clearly discernible from the signal vs b curves in the two tumor ROIs. In the meningioma, the signal from linear and spherical encoding diverges, which indicates microscopic anisotropy (compare to first model in Fig. 1) ; whereas both types of encoding exhibit similar divergence from mono-exponential decay in the glioma, which indicates isotropic heterogeneity (compare to second model in Fig. 1) . Overall, the DIVIDE parameters showed that the meningiomas comprised a microstructure that yielded prominent microscopic diffusion anisotropy, whereas the gliomas did not. The estimated mean [min, max] signal-to-noise ratio of the STE signal across all tumor ROIs was 39 [19, 75] at b = 0 s/mm 2 , and 5.5 [3.0, 10] at the highest bvalue where at least 10% signal remained, indicating that the data quality was sufficient for the analysis (Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995) . Furthermore, using 15 diffusion encoding directions was sufficient to render a rotationally invariant powder average since all tumors exhibited a relatively low voxel scale anisotropy (all tumors had a mean FA below 0.5) (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016b) . All tumors were resected, and quantitative microscopy was used to measure the cell eccentricity and cell density in sections through the bulk of the tumor tissue. Fig. 3 shows quantitative microscopy parameter maps derived from structure tensor analysis and cell nuclei segmentation at the nominal resolution (1 × 1 μm 2 ) in a meningioma and a glioma. Fig. 3 also presents the structure tensors, orientation field, and cell nuclei outlines in magnified subsections of each tumor. Overall, the meningiomas comprised prominently eccentric cells and cell structures, while gliomas contained few, or no, such structures. The meningiomas exhibited variable anisotropy within and between tumors, where patches of coherent fascicles were mixed with highly disordered tissue (Fig. 3) . By contrast, the gliomas exhibited low and relatively homogeneous structural anisotropy throughout the section, as well as regions of heterogeneous cell density, especially in necrotic regions (Fig. 3) . The spatial heterogeneity of cell eccentricity and density within each tumor in Fig. 3 visualizes the need to analyze large tissue sections because small sub-sections may inadvertently sample regions of tissue that are not representative, leading to a large sampling error. The parameters derived from dMRI were validated by correlating them to corresponding parameters from quantitative microscopy. All tests showed strong positive correlations, which indicates that the two components of diffusional variance indeed reflect specific features of the underlying microstructure. ). Furthermore, the regression analysis showed that both H A and H I were significant predictors for MK T , where the estimated coefficients ± s.d. were β A = Fig. 2 . Examples of DIVIDE parameter maps in a meningioma and a glioma. MK T is elevated in both tumors but cannot distinguish between the isotropic and anisotropic components. By contrast, MK A and MK I are markedly different in the two tumors. These parameter maps were superimposed on a high resolution morphological image (FLAIR + MK A,I ), where MK A and MK I are coded in blue and red, respectively. The meningioma exhibited high MK A and low MK I (blue), whereas the opposite is true in the glioma (red). In the white matter the diffusional variance is mostly due to microscopic anisotropy, whereas the isotropic heterogeneity dominates in gray matter and voxels that contain both tissue and cerebrospinal fluid. The powder averaged signal vs b curves are shown in the rightmost column. The white-black outline shows the ROIs used for analysis. Note that the signal characteristics in the meningioma and glioma resemble the first and second models in Fig. 1 , respectively. , and the hematoxylin and eosin stain (H&E) in a meningioma and a glioma. Along with each map we visualize the tensor field, orientation field, cell outlines and H&E stain in a magnified sub-section (300 × 300 μm 2 ) of the tissue. The meningioma is grade I, fibroblastic subtype, with abundant anisotropic structures organized in large fascicles that render anisotropic diffusion. It has a high cell density and low density variance, i.e., the cell density map is uniform. The glioma is grade IV glioblastoma with few structures that are anisotropic, however, weakly coherent regions are observed in the normal-appearing cortex. The tumor tissue has a relatively low cell density and comprises large necrotic regions which exhibit highly variable cell density, i.e., the cell density map is non-uniform. The glioma is surrounded by cortical gray matter wherein the cortical layers can be partially distinguished in the cell-density map. Note that the anisotropy and orientation maps are calculated at 1 × 1 μm 2 resolution, whereas the cell density is calculated at 300 × 300 μm 2 . Furthermore, the orientation map and orientation field are color coded to indicate local direction and anisotropy (color shows direction, saturation shows local FA ST ). ), respectively. This supports the notion that MK T is not specific to either type of heterogeneity because it composes them into a single value. A more specific link between parameters was achieved by DIVIDE, where each variance component was significantly predicted by the corresponding microstructural features; the only significant predictor for MK A ), while MK I was not significantly different (p = 0.3). The largest effect size was found for MK A where d = 3.6, compared to d = 2.2 for MK T (see Table 1 for details). These findings suggest that the most prominent difference between the meningioma and glioma groups is driven by the presence or absence of microscopic anisotropy. To facilitate future comparisons we also report remaining parameters derived from dMRI and microscopy in Table 2 .
Discussion
In this study, we used DIVIDE to decompose the anisotropic and isotropic components of the diffusional variance in meningioma and glioma tumors, and we pinpointed the source of these components through an independent analysis of the underlying microstructure. The MK A parameter was shown to capture the structural anisotropy on the microscopic scale, where the diffusion anisotropy in the meningiomas was likely caused by an abundance of eccentric cells and cell structures. In agreement with preliminary results reported by Szczepankiewicz et al. (2015) , such structures were absent in the gliomas. The MK I parameter was shown to capture heterogeneous cell density which was caused by local patches of high and low cell density due to aggressive cell growth or necrosis. The strong correlations between parameters derived from dMRI and microscopy provide compelling evidence that MK A , μFA and MK I can be interpreted in terms of specific and intuitive features of tissue microstructure (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, the regression analysis confirmed that MK T conflates the effects of cell eccentricity and variable density (Mitra, 1995) , and therefore lacks specificity, whereas MK A and MK I were specific to either of the two. Thus, the lack of specificity exhibited by MK T can be recovered by decomposing MK T into MK A and MK I . The FA and μFA also exhibited strong correlations Fig. 4 . Correlation between variance parameters derived from dMRI and microscopy in meningiomas (triangles) and gliomas (circles). The anisotropic and isotropic components of diffusional variance (MK A and MK I ) exhibit strong positive correlations to structural anisotropy and cell density variance (H A and H I ), respectively. Note that H A and H I are derived from structure tensor analysis and cell nuclei segmentation, respectively. Fig. 5 . Correlation between anisotropy parameters derived from dMRI and microscopy in meningiomas (triangles) and gliomas (circles). The diffusion anisotropy exhibits strong positive correlations with structure tensor anisotropy on the voxel (FA) and microscopic scale (μFA). Gliomas exhibit low FA and μFA, in agreement with the structure tensor analysis. By contrast, meningiomas exhibit a wide range of FA values, and relatively high μFA values. This suggests that the FA observed in meningiomas is strongly dependent on the orientation coherence of the tissue. The FA in meningiomas and gliomas may therefore overlap, impeding the ability of FA to differentiate the two tumor types despite their obvious difference in microscopic anisotropy. By contrast, the μFA clearly distinguishes the two tumor types. Moreover, the μFA stratified the fibroblastic meningiomas from the other subtypes, i.e., the fibroblastic tumors had the four highest μFA values, whereas the same stratification was not observed for FA. It may therefore be possible to use μFA for pre-surgical toughness estimation in meningiomas (Kashimura et al., 2007; Tropine et al., 2007) . We emphasize that the tissue with the highest μFA is not necessarily mapped to the highest FA due to variable orientation coherence (black arrows point to the same tumor sample).
with their structure tensor analogues (Fig. 5 ). This result is in accordance with similar studies performed in animals where voxel-scale diffusion anisotropy parameters, at high resolution, correlate with structure tensor anisotropy (Budde and Frank, 2012; Khan et al., 2015) . However, here we show that the correlation also extends to measures of microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity, which to our knowledge, have not been investigated previously.
The difference between the FA and μFA in the meningiomas is likely explained by the interaction between orientation coherence and voxel size (Oouchi et al., 2007) . Fig. 7 utilizes the high-resolution microscopy images to demonstrate how larger voxels cause the FA in complex tissue to decrease due to a decreasing orientation coherence. It also highlights that this limitation can be mitigated by methods, such as DIVIDE, that recover the microscopic anisotropy (Jespersen et al., 2013; Lasič et al., 2014; Lawrenz and Finsterbusch, 2015; Westin et al., 2016) . Thus, when interpreting voxel-scale anisotropy parameters such as the FA, the orientation coherence of the tissue is a potential confounder (De Santis et al., 2013) .
Probing MK A and MK I separately revealed that the variance in meningioma tumors arises mainly due to the presence of anisotropic cell structures, whereas it was mainly due to isotropic heterogeneity in the gliomas (Fig. 6 and Table 1 ). Furthermore, MK A exhibited the largest effect size between meningioma and glioma groups. This indicates that the primary difference between meningiomas and gliomas is the presence of structures that yield anisotropic diffusion at the microscopic scale, while the difference in isotropic heterogeneity is secondary (Table 1) . In a statistical sense, MK A should therefore be a superior biomarker compared to MK T whenever the difference between tissues is predominately due to microscopic anisotropy. In such circumstances the MK I may be considered a nuisance parameter; removing it increases the separation between groups resulting in a higher statistical power (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2013) . Although removing one component of variance may improve the statistical power of studies aimed to find a specific effect, we stress that this is contextual. For example, a similar analysis applied to the white matter in schizophrenia patients considered the isotropic variance as the relevant component .
We expect that the improved specificity gained from decomposing the two sources of diffusional variance may be used to infer additional information about the underlying tissue microstructure, and may facilitate an improved interpretation of parameters that reflect diffusional Fig. 6 . Diffusional variance parameter distributions in the meningioma and glioma groups. Each data point shows the mean parameter value across all voxels in the tumor ROI. In the comparison between tumor groups, MK T and MK A were significantly different, whereas MK I was not (* indicates statistical significance, n.s. indicates no significance; see Table 1 for details). Most notably, MK A exhibits a distinct separation between the meningioma and glioma groups, indicating that the presence of anisotropic microstructures can be used to effectively differentiate the tumors. The comparison of MK A and MK I within tumor groups revealed that MK A is dominant in the meningiomas, and MK I is dominant in the gliomas. . The plotted lines show the average parameter values across the tumor section for the same interval of spatial resolutions. This showcases the interaction between the spatial resolution and the orientation coherence, where conventional anisotropy parameters, such as the FA from DTI, are reduced as the resolution decreases, in accordance with similar effects shown by Budde and Annese (2013) . By contrast, the microscopic anisotropy, i.e., the μFA, remains stable and is independent of the spatial resolution. This demonstrates the inherent limitation of FA, and the advantage of μFA, when estimating anisotropy in complex tissue.
variance and kurtosis, as well as diffusion anisotropy. The method presented here is applicable to a wide variety of inquiries as it requires few assumptions about the investigated tissue and is implemented as a straight-forward modification to the conventional diffusion encoding sequence (Lasič et al., 2014; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2015) . This is especially true if diffusion anisotropy parameters are intended to differentiate tumor subtypes (Jolapara et al., 2010; Sanverdi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012) , preoperative estimation of tumor consistency (Kashimura et al., 2007; Tropine et al., 2007) , delineation for biopsies (Kinoshita et al., 2008) , and tumor proliferation (Beppu et al., 2005) . Such cases warrant the use of MK A or μFA, since conventional measures of anisotropy ignore the interaction between orientation coherence and voxel size, and may therefore be strongly biased (Fig. 7) . This also extends to tissues outside of the central nervous system, such as the prostate where the stromal tissue is anisotropic and highly disordered on the sub-voxel scale (Bourne et al., 2012) . Moreover, the ability to isolate the effects of isotropic heterogeneity may improve the characterization of tissue. For example, tumor infiltration in white matter may be better detected and delineated by removing the dominant effects of white matter anisotropy and instead characterizing the subtle changes in the isotropic heterogeneity (Sternberg et al., 2014) .
We stress that the use of multiple encoding tensor shapes is required to probe the microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity separately. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , conventional encoding (LTE, solid lines) is theoretically incapable of distinguishing the three environments since all signal curves are virtually identical regardless of their anisotropic content (Mitra, 1995) . Therefore, the microscopic anisotropy cannot be isolated by conventional encoding alone. This stands in contrast to Kaden et al. (2016) who claim that microscopic diffusion coefficients can be probed using only conventional SDE. Methods that attempt to estimate microscopic anisotropy and microscopic diffusion coefficients based only on SDE must either ignore the presence of isotropic diffusional variance, or assign values to it based on prior assumptions, e.g., assume that the system is composed of a mixture of specific microenvironments. However, since the isotropic variance exhibits considerable variation within individual subjects as well as between patients and controls , ignoring it will likely render an unpredictable bias that erroneously interprets isotropic heterogeneity as the presence of anisotropic structures, which impairs the interpretation of parameters such as the microscopic diffusion coefficients (Kaden et al., 2016) .
We have identified three limiting aspects of the current study, pertaining to the generalization of the findings, the accuracy of the quantitative microscopy, and the clinical feasibility of the method. The generalization is limited because the present study comprises only two tumor types and a small number of tumors. Furthermore, the DIVIDE parameters may depend on features that are not included in the current models. For example, intra-voxel incoherent motion of blood may affect the diffusion weighted signal (Le Bihan et al., 1986) . This may become relevant in well vascularized tumors, particularly since each waveform may contribute different levels of flow compensation (Ahlgren et al., 2016) . The effects of water exchange across microenvironments could also affect the parameterization (Nilsson et al., 2013b) . However, a preliminary study of the apparent exchange rate (Nilsson et al., 2013a) in meningiomas and gliomas reported residence times that were markedly longer than the diffusion times used in the current study (Lampinen et al., 2016) , which suggests that the effects are negligible in these tumors. Restricted diffusion may yield an interaction between the diffusion time and the size distribution of restrictions (Gore et al., 2010) . This may be especially relevant in diseased tissue where such features are unpredictable, and for non-conventional waveform shapes where the effective diffusion time is not well-defined . Although variable diffusion times normally have a limited influence in neural tissues (Nilsson et al., 2013b) , integrating a model of restricted diffusion and DIVIDE may improve parameter accuracy (Ianus et al., 2016) .
Several limitations pertain specifically to the quantitative microscopy. In the current implementation structural information is investigated in a two dimensional plane, whereas the diffusion takes place in three dimensions. This likely introduces a negative bias in structure anisotropy since through-plane anisotropy cannot be captured (Khan et al., 2015) . Furthermore, 2D structure tensors cannot distinguish between structures that render oblate and prolate diffusion tensors which may impede the correlation between diffusion and structure tensors (Kingsley, 2006) . More elaborate techniques based on confocal microscopy are able to reconstruct microscopic images in thin three dimensional slabs (Khan et al., 2015) , however, these techniques were outside the scope of the present work. Although these limitations may impact the parameter accuracy, they may be partially mitigated by designing the microscopy-based metrics to be mathematically proportional to their dMRI analogues, and quantifying their association based on the strength of the correlation rather than the correspondence of absolute values.
The dMRI acquisition protocol reported in the present study was designed to oversample the directions and b-values for validation purposes and therefore featured a relatively low spatial resolution and a long acquisition time at a limited slice coverage. A clinically feasible protocols can be achieved by reducing the number of b-values and by tailoring their distribution to the tissue of interest (Alexander, 2008; Knutsson and Westin, 2013; Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016b) . For example, whole brain acquisition is possible at a resolution of 2 × 2 × 3 mm 3 in less than 8 min by using only two non-zero b-values and optimized asymmetric waveforms (Sjölund et al., 2015) , which can reduce the TE from 160 ms (presented herein) to below 100 ms (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016a) . Simultaneous multi-slice acquisitions could potentially reduce it below 4 min (Setsompop et al., 2012) . The design of clinical protocols with respect to tissue characteristics and hardware capabilities will be addressed in future works.
Conclusions
We found an excellent agreement between DIVIDE parameters and tissue microstructure in meningiomas and gliomas. This constitutes compelling evidence that a link exists between diffusional variance and structural heterogeneity. The diffusional variance due to microscopic anisotropy and isotropic heterogeneity could be disentangled and linked specifically to cell eccentricity and cell density variance, where MK A and μFA reflect cell eccentricity independent of orientation coherence, and MK I reflects variable cell density. The separation of cell eccentricity from variable cell density relies on diffusion encoding tensors with multiple shapes and is therefore not accessible by methods based on conventional diffusion encoding, such as DKI. Thus, DIVIDE provides a more comprehensive and specific description of the tissue microstructure and heterogeneity, which can be used to improve the interpretation of diffusional variance and diffusional anisotropy.
